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Goals and Implementation 

 

1. 1)  Goal 1: Promote Women’s Wellness each month to members, districts, and chapters. 

a. Visit at least one chapter/district meeting in each Area in the state. 

b. Post weekly on the MNWT Programming Facebook page. 

c. Create a challenge once a trimester revolving body positivity and inclusion and share in my 

Chapter Information Packet (CIP), my Chapter Mailing Highlights (CMHs), emails to chapters, 

including it in the Newslet, Facebook, and visits. 

2. Goal 2: Received one nomination per district for the Lois M Christensen Women Who Impact 

Award by November 1, 2022. 

a. Promote in MNJOTS, Fall State CIP, CMH, Newslet article, email to chapters, and MNWT 

Programming Facebook page. 

b. Communicate with chapters and work together to decrease any barriers that are stopping 

members from nominating. 

c. Raise funds for the Lois M Christensen Women Who Impact Award 

i. 50/50 Raffle at Fall Project Fair. 

d. Challenge chapters to raise money. Every chapter/member that donates $5 gets their name in a 

drawing for a prize at convention. If chapters/members donate $20 they get an extra name in the 

drawing for the prize. 

3. Goal 3: Educate members on body positivity and inclusivity and the importance of having a 

positive body image and acceptance for all bodies in all shapes and sizes, each trimester. 

a. Bring different focus points every trimester and recommend different books, social media 

accounts, blogs, fashion, podcasts, documentaries and other sources that promote body positivity. 

i. Sample questions to start 5-10 minute discussions during chapters monthly meetings. 

ii. Body positive coloring sheets, could be used as an m night or at chapter meetings. 

b. Host a body positive yoga session that includes variations for all bodies and abilities.  

i. There is a body positive yoga instructor that will host the session that includes variations 

for different types of bodies and people with disabilities.  

ii. She could also be someone to come in and speak about body positivity at Winter State. 
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